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Abstract: Periarticular fractures around the knee are a challenge for the orthopaedic surgeon. When these fractures are
presented in the context of a multiple trauma patient, they are even more difficult to manage because the treatment
approach depends not only on the fracture itself, but also on the patient’s general condition. These fractures, caused by
high-energy trauma, present complex fracture patterns with severe comminution and major loss of articular congruity, and
are often associated with vascular and nerve complications, particularly in the proximal tibia, due to its anatomical
features with poor myocutaneous coverage. They are almost always accompanied by soft tissue injury.
The management of polytrauma patients requires a multidisciplinary team and accurate systemic stabilization of the
patient before undertaking orthopaedic treatment. These fractures are usually addressed sequentially, either according to
the general condition of the patient or to the local characteristics of the lesions. In recent decades, various fixation
methods have been proposed, but there is still no consensus as to the ideal method for stabilizing these fractures. In this
paper, we describe the general characteristics of these fractures, the stabilization methods traditionally used and those that
have been developed in recent years, and discuss the treatment sequences proposed as most suitable for the management
of these injuries.
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INTRODUCTION
The lower extremities are the most frequently injured
body regions in trauma patients, being affected in 19% of
cases, while the upper extremities are affected in 17.7% of
cases [1]. The presence of lower extremity fractures in
patients with multiple injuries worsens prognosis and
increases the risk of complications. In many cases, lesions
around the knee are also associated with a poor functional
outcome [2]. These fractures, affecting the distal region of
the femur and the proximal tibia are difficult to handle, even
when they occur in isolation. In polytrauma patients, both the
initial and the definitive treatments are crucial, as these
fractures are associated with many serious complications and
situations of functional impairment. An exhaustive review
should be performed of the vascular and neurological status
of the limb and the status of the surrounding soft tissues, as
these injuries are often accompanied by vascular nerve
damage and soft tissue injuries. This type of lesion is
sometimes so severe as to endanger the leg, and the
physician must decide whether to perform an amputation or
to reconstruct the limb, in which case determining the most
appropriate treatment sequence is essential in order to
minimize complications.
The main problem encountered with such patients is that
they usually present with life-threatening multiple lesions
that can compromise the head, chest, pelvis, etc. and which
are also often associated with significant soft tissue injury.
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Therefore, treatment must be performed sequentially, and
articular reconstruction cannot be undertaken immediately.
Treatment should be aimed at achieving a balance
between rapid, definitive skeletal stabilization, and avoiding
potential life-threatening systemic complications, such as fat
embolism, acute lung injury and multiple organ failure. The
recommended strategy for the assessment and management
of multiple trauma patients is well established [3] and it is
well known that the damage control of these fractures must
be planned carefully so as not to interfere with the
subsequent final treatment.
In this chapter, we describe the characteristics of each
type of periarticular fracture around the knee (distal femur
and proximal tibia fractures), the initial management of these
patients and the recommended timing for definitive
treatment.
DISTAL FEMUR FRACTURES
Distal femur fractures are those affecting the distal third
of the femur, including the supracondylar and intercondylar
regions and extending from the metaphyseal-diaphyseal
junction to the articular surface of the knee. Such fractures
are rare, accounting for only 0.4% of all fractures and 3% of
femur fractures [4].
Due to the resistance associated with normal bone
mineral density, extraordinary mechanical forces are needed
to produce a fracture in the femur. Therefore, such fractures
usually affect two population groups: young men, aged about
30 years, and women aged over 70 years. The first group of
fractures is related to traffic accidents or the practice of
extreme sports, i.e., high-energy trauma, while the fractures
in the second group are generally caused by domestic
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accidents, i.e., low-energy trauma. However, polytrauma
affecting more elderly patients is becoming increasingly
common, and the average age of these patients is now ten
years higher than 30 years ago [5].
CLASSIFICATION
The most widely used fracture classification is that of
AO/OTA [6] (Fig. 1), which divides fractures into extra
articular, partial articular and bicondylar or complete
articular.
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The fractures that are most frequently found in
polytrauma patients are the most complex, since these are
due to high-energy trauma, the most common types of which
are A3, and especially C2 and C3. The C3 fractures are the
most difficult to address, presenting articular and
metaphyseal comminution, and can also accompany a frontal
plane fracture (Hoffa fracture). The degree of comminution
is determined by the energy that caused the fracture and the
bone quality of the patient. Being caused by high-energy
trauma, besides presenting complex fracture patterns, they
are often associated with soft tissue, vascular and nerve
injuries, and lesions affecting myocutaneous coverage and/or
ligaments. The skin is also affected, to a greater or lesser
degree, and open fractures are not uncommon (Fig. 2).
ANATOMY
To understand the difficult management of these
fractures, it is important to understand their anatomy. The
anterior cortex of the femoral shaft in the sagittal plane is
aligned with the front half of the condyles, while in the
posterior region the condyles are behind the diaphyseal
cortical bone that is immediately above. The femoral shaft
forms an angle of 7-10 degrees with the knee joint, and this
is an important consideration to take into account when the
reduction of the fracture must be addressed. This region of
the femur contains powerful muscles that will displace the
fracture, shortening it and diverting it at different angles,
depending on the location of the fracture, with the
quadriceps, adductors, hamstrings and calf muscles being
those primarily involved in this movement. Deviations will
take place according to the location of the fracture with
respect to the action of the muscles [7]. These factors
account for the great difficulty often encountered in aligning
or reducing these fractures by indirect, closed or even open
procedures.
DIAGNOSIS

Fig. (1). AO/OTA Classification [6].

The management of patients with distal femur fractures
should be standardized and performed in accordance with
ATLS principles, as both young and elderly patients often

Fig. (2). Polytrauma patient aged 47 years, presenting with an open fracture of the distal femur. (a) Soft tissue injury. (b) Fracture of the
distal femur, type C3 AO/OTA.
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present with other, associated, injuries [8]. The inspection
must be thorough, including an examination of wounds or
lacerations, a neurological and vascular assessment, and take
into account that the presence of a pulse does not necessarily
indicate the absence of vascular injury [9].
After
initial
assessment
and
cardiorespiratory
stabilization, and providing the patient’s general condition
allows it, a radiological study is performed, to obtain anteroposterior and lateral radiographs. In patients with multiple
high-energy trauma injuries, a computed tomography (CT)
whole body scan is routinely performed [10]. CT is
necessary for correct diagnosis and understanding of
articular fractures. Nork et al. reported that 38% of intraarticular fractures of the distal femur present a fracture in the
coronal plane (the “Hoffa fragment”), and noted that this
fragment is often overlooked in simple radiographs, even by
experienced physicians. Therefore, CT is recommended in
all cases of distal femur fractures before treatment to ensure
that all fracture lines are identified [11, 12].
Vascular lesions associated with limb trauma affect less
than 1% of patients with long bone fracture, although their
incidence may increase to 21-42% in patients with
dislocation of the knee [9]. In the absence of obvious signs
of vascular compromise, these lesions may easily be missed,
with potentially devastating consequences. Therefore, a
thorough vascular evaluation is essential. In recent times,
advances in CT and Doppler Echo technology have proved
to be very useful, as they are highly sensitive and specific in
detecting vascular injury. It is important to note that the
results obtained depend particularly on the early detection of
injury and on immediate treatment [13]. A neurological
examination should always be performed before and after
any reduction is undertaken.
TREATMENT
In most countries, polytrauma is one of the leading
causes of death in young people. The high morbidity and
mortality of these patients has made the question of initial
management both a serious concern and a challenge. For this
reason, very specific guidelines have been laid down for the
action to be taken with such patients, from the very moment
of the accident. These principles are based on an algorithm
developed by the American College of Surgeons Committee
on Trauma, termed Advanced Trauma and Life Support
(ATLS). The principles of treatment are divided into four
stages: Primary assessment (ABCD) and resuscitation,
secondary assessment (from head to toe) and definitive
treatment. The aim of these principles is that after the third
phase all the problems affecting the patient should be
identified. The patient’s condition may deteriorate at any
stage, and if this occurs, the physician should repeat the
ATLS approach, from the start [14].
Damage Control
Cardiorespiratory stabilization of the patient is essential
before initiating surgical treatment. If the trauma patient is
physiologically unstable, the femur must be stabilized. In
most cases, definitive fixation is not advisable at this early
stage, and the most appropriate course of action is
orthopaedic damage control, i.e., the external fixation of the
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fracture in order to restore limb length and achieve the
necessary stabilization of the extremity, for general control
of the patient’s condition, quickly and with little aggression
against the soft tissues. This provisional external fixation can
also be used for high-energy fractures with severe soft-tissue
injury and also in open fractures and in fractures presenting
dead tissue and high levels of contamination. This approach
makes it possible to treat soft tissue before carrying out the
definitive internal fixation (Fig. 3).
The initial management of these fractures, therefore,
applying the principles of damage control, should take the
form of temporary treatment with external fixation, taking
into account the patient’s clinical condition. Once systemic
and soft tissue problems have been resolved and the fractures
stabilized, definitive treatment can be planned. The use of
external fixation stabilizes the fracture and the soft tissues by
restoring bone length and general alignment, with limited
operating time, and without extensive surgical exposure. It
also reduces pain and blood loss.
Damage control of distal femur fractures requires the use
of an external fixator bridging the knee. The placement of
the fixator in these fractures is a fast, straightforward
technique that can be performed in the Intensive Care Unit if
necessary. An external fixator provides a stability that is
relative but sufficient for the patient to be mobilized.
However, this technique requires preoperative planning and
compliance with certain minimum requirements and
principles, as placement is not without complications.
Achieving the reduction of a distal femur fracture indirectly
by means of ligamentotaxis is very difficult due to the
muscle forces acting in this area, and therefore we only seek
to align the limb. A shortening of one centimetre is not too
important, but in cases where recovery is slow and definitive
surgery is postponed for a lengthy period, it could become
almost impossible to restore the original length, and so for
the most unstable patients our main goal is to maintain the
length of the limb. For optimum placement of the fixator, we
must plan what type of surgery will be performed as the
definitive solution, because if a locking plate is expected to
be used in the outer region, the best approach is to place the
femur nails in the anterior region [15]. Some authors oppose
this approach, as it damages the quadriceps and can provoke
adhesions and corresponding posterior stiffness, but it does
appear to reduce the risk of infection in the definitive
surgery. The nails should be placed as far as possible from
the area of the future incision and from the fracture point,
equivalent to the space that the future implant is expected to
occupy. This approach may decrease the stability and rigidity
of the system, but as the treatment is only temporary, this
aspect is considered of less importance. In fractures which
have a large and highly comminuted distal fragment, there
may be considerable mobility with this type of frame
construct, and in these cases the possibility of placing the
nails closer to the focal point should be considered.
Beltran et al., in a cadaveric study [16], defined a safe
zone of 20 cm in which the nails should be placed in the
femur, extending from 5.8 cm. below the trochanter to 7.5
cm. above the upper pole of the patella; a major concern in
establishing this safe zone is to avoid penetrating the joint,
which may lead to septic arthritis [16]. The nails should be
placed in the anterointernal face of the tibia, and the bridge
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Fig. (3). Damage control in polytrauma patient presenting with supra-intercondylar fracture (type C2 AO/OTA), open femoral fracture,
Gustilo grade II. (a) External fixator bridging the knee. (b) Radiographic evaluation.

constructed using a modular system (Fig. 3a). The
positioning system should be planned so as not to interfere
with healing or posterior debridement of possible injuries.
It is preferable to place the nails manually, avoiding as
far as possible the use of a motor, thus decreasing bone
necrosis and preventing possible loosening [17]. Although
some authors advocate external transfixing systems [18],
monolateral systems are less aggressive to soft tissue and
facilitate patient management. Finally, to increase the
stability of the assembly, a double bar or further nails and
rods may be placed in different planes to build a biplanar
assembly.
The sequential strategy of temporary external fixation
and later conversion to definitive treatment has proven to be
a safe method with few complications for the treatment of
these patients [19]. Infection of the exit area of the nails is a
complication that has been reported in many studies, but this
problem has become much less common in recent years. The
femur is more commonly affected than the tibia, which could
be accounted for by the action of the powerful thigh muscles,
which maintain continual traction, provoking stress and
irritation at the point where the nails are inserted in the bone,
thus increasing the risk of infection [15]. Other possible
complications include vascular or nerve damage, either by
direct injury when the nail is inserted or by the traction
produced when indirect reduction is performed [20].
After damage control, the patient is transferred to the
ICU, until full recovery is achieved and the definitive
treatment can be initiated.
Definitive Treatment
When the initial treatment is a temporary external
fixation, the optimal timetable for definitive treatment must

be decided. During the first four days post-trauma, definitive
secondary surgery is not recommended, as immunological
changes are continuing and tissue oedema is not yet
stabilized. It has been shown that surgery of over three
hours’ duration on these days is related to multiple organ
failure far more often than on days six to eight and that posttraumatic inflammatory response is worsened [21].
Multifragmentary and/or intra-articular distal femoral
fractures are subject to deforming muscular forces that make
non-surgical treatment a poor choice. The same factors make
these fractures very demanding whatever surgical option is
adopted, and failure rates are high. Conservative treatment is
hardly ever considered, because it obtains worse results than
surgical treatment and, moreover, is subject to high rates of
complications [22]. Accordingly, this option is only adopted
in cases in which the patient cannot tolerate surgery.
Certain basic principles should be considered with
respect to this surgery. First, if the fracture is intra-articular,
reconstruction of the joint is the essential first step. For this
purpose, the knee must remain free and mobile during
surgery, because in order to achieve good exposure of the
fracture lines, the knee must be in flexion. Stabilization in
the frontal plane is not usually difficult, but in the sagittal
plane, with the rotation of the condyles, it is much more
complicated. Second, the epiphysis must be fixed to the
metaphysis, and this is done with the leg in extension. If
there is significant comminution, great care should be taken
to control rotation and length [23]. It is of crucial importance
to restore the alignment in both planes in order to preserve
the function of the limb. In consolidated fractures with over
15 degrees of valgus or with any degree of varus, posttraumatic arthritis has been reported [24]. Misalignment in
the axial and sagittal planes will affect the kinematics of the
knee and its range of motion, while articular mismatch
contributes, moreover, to the development of degenerative
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Distal femur fracture treatment techniques.
Technique

Fixation

External fixation

Relative

Retrograde nail

Relative

Advantages

Disadvantages

* Minimally invasive

* Less stable

* Damage control

* Not as definitive

* Minimally invasive

* Not applicable with comminution
* Risk of septic arthritis

Angled blade plate

Absolute

* High stability

* No condyle fractures
* Technically demanding

Dynamic condylar screw

Absolute

* Easy technique

* Greater bone loss

* Intercondylar compression.
Submuscular plating systems

Relative

*Less invasive

* Technically demanding

* Less joint reconstruction

osteoarthritis. It is essential to achieve mobilization of the
knee as soon as possible postoperatively to prevent stiffness
and consequent poor results [25].
Various surgical methods may be employed for definitive
fixation, depending on the characteristics of the fracture and
the patient’s condition, including external fixation,
retrograde intramedullary nails, open reduction and internal
fixation with conventional plates, and closed reduction and
percutaneous fixation with locking plates (Table 1).
In general, external fixation is not indicated as the
definitive treatment of these fractures, particularly of intraarticular fractures. Controlling alignment and stabilization is
difficult with this technique and poor results are obtained;
furthermore, joint component fixation cannot be achieved,
and so a femur-tibia bridge system is required to immobilize
the fracture, thus increasing the risk of stiffness. External
fixation in the femur does not offer the same results as in the
tibia, and the results obtained as definitive treatment for
distal femur fractures are usually disappointing [8]. The
definitive treatment of fractures of the femur with external
fixation until complete consolidation of the fracture is
associated with a high risk of complications, such as nonunion, deep infection around the nails and stiffness of the
knee [26].
Retrograde intramedullary nailing is a form of relative
stabilization that promotes callus formation in the
metaphyseal segment. Although this method is traditionally
considered to be indicated exclusively for extra-articular
fractures, after design changes the indications were extended
to fractures with intra-articular involvement [27]. In cases of
fractures with articular fragments, compression screws are
used to achieve absolute stability of the articular segment,
while retrograde nailing provides relative stability to the
metaphyseal-diaphyseal segment. The disadvantage of this
technique is that it provides little stiffness in
flexion/extension and in the control of the varus/valgus of
the distal segment, especially when the fracture is more
distal and the articular fragment is smaller.
Although retrograde nailing is not indicated for complex
intra-articular fractures, this technique has the advantage of
being a closed one. Nevertheless, it is intra-articular, which
means there is a risk of septic arthritis if infection occurs
[23]. Another difficulty encountered in the use of

intramedullary nails is that of maintaining the fracture
reduction whatever the diameter of the nail; the nail is
shorter than the distal metaphysis of the femur, and so it does
not reduce the fracture. In consequence, the fracture must be
reduced by closed, percutaneous or open techniques.
At the opposite end of the stability spectrum is the
approach based on open reduction and internal fixation. This
technique is based on achieving the anatomic reduction of
each of the fragments of the fracture and on fixation with
plates and screws. The traditional approach to open reduction
and internal fixation is to use implants based on a blade-plate
angle of 95º and a dynamic compression plate. The 95º
blade-plate structure produces the medial compression of the
metaphyseal fracture after diaphyseal fixation is obtained by
the plate, due to the difference in angle between the plate and
the distal extremity of the femur. Optimising this effect
requires a perfectly reconstructed medial pillar [23], which is
practically impossible in fractures with significant
comminution and therefore this is not a good choice of
implant in fractures that are complex or in which the
condyles are severely affected, as these circumstances make
it impossible to insert the plate. This implant technique is
technically demanding, as the point and direction of insertion
of plate entry are critical, but it can give good results in
experienced hands.
Vandenbussche et al. recently published two multicentre
studies, one retrospective and one prospective, comparing
the treatment of distal fractures of the femur using four
different fixation methods: 95º blade-plate, dynamic
condylar screw (DCS) plates, retrograde intramedullary
nailing and locking condylar plates; no statistically
significant differences were found in infection rates, early
complications, the need for reoperation for bone grafting,
fracture healing time or functional outcomes, but the patients
treated with the 95º plate had a lower significantly rate of
early reoperation due to the failure of the implant, and so it
was concluded that these plates provide a fixation method
that is simple, stable, and cheap, and that they are being
unfairly neglected [28].
The DCS, or dynamic compression plate, method has the
advantage of being technically simple to perform. Because
the screw is cannulated, bone trauma is limited and there is
good resistance to fatigue. However, the screw hole is large
and this may compromise bone stock and produce rotational
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instability. In cases of major metaphyseal comminution,
these plates are associated with a high risk of varus collapse
[29].
Due to the biological environment of the articular
segment, it is very rarely adversely affected by direct
reduction, and problems of the consolidation of articular
fragments rarely occur. Therefore, reduction should be
performed by direct visualization. However, the
circumstances are different for the reduction of the
metaphysis and the diaphysis, these areas being sensitive to
the biological aggression produced by direct reduction. For
this reason, in recent years efforts have been made to
develop a new generation of plates that will allow indirect
reduction without producing direct exposure of the fracture
point. The aim of this approach is to overcome the high rate
of complications observed with direct reduction techniques,
which require all the fragments of the fracture to be exposed
before reduction, with the consequent biological aggression.
Percutaneous osteosynthesis techniques, or minimally
invasive plate osteosynthesis (MIPO), lie at the midpoint
between intramedullary fixation and open reduction and
internal fixation. Many types of implants have been
developed to facilitate the percutaneous application of a plate
in the lateral region of the femur. This technique and these
implants rely on the correct positioning of the plate to
achieve fixation of the distal articular segment with locking
screws, and then use the plate to achieve the correct
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alignment of the femoral shaft. This type of fixation
produces relative stability, and leads to the consolidation of
the metaphysis with callus. It is commonly used in fractures
with severe metaphyseal comminution, in osteoporotic
fractures in elderly patients and in periprosthetic fractures.
However, the use of this percutaneous technique requires
open reduction so that screws can be used for the fixation of
the articular fragments. With locking plates, the submuscular
plate can be inserted without affecting the metaphyseal
fractures, but still enabling exposure of the joint, the
anatomical reduction of the fragments and osteosynthesis
with compression screws. This is an important consideration
and this procedure should be carried out before the
epiphyseal locking screws are inserted. These plates, with
screws locked to them, either at a fixed angle or, in the latest
generation, at a variable angle, form a fixed angle between
each screw hole and the plate, functioning as an “internal
fixator” and therefore do not require support from underlying
bone, and so have less impact on its blood supply. These
implants incorporate many new features that make them
potentially favourable for the treatment of fractures of the
distal femur. Nevertheless, they also present a number of
limitations, the most important being that this technique is
technically demanding. Many studies have concluded that
considerable surgical experience is necessary for optimal
results to be achieved with such implants. In recent years,
many studies have confirmed the utility of this method in the
treatment of complex distal fractures [30-33] (Fig. 4).

Fig. (4). Sequential treatment of distal femoral fracture in polytrauma patient. (a) Damage control. (b) Definitive fixation with locked plate at
15 days. Anteroposterior view. (c) Definitive fixation with locked plate at 15 days. Lateral view. (d) Radiograph evaluation after seven years.
Anteroposterior view. (e) Radiograph evaluation after seven years. Lateral view. (f) Radiograph evaluation after seven years. Axial view. (g)
Radiograph evaluation after seven years. Teleradiography of lower limbs.
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Table 2.

Distal femur fracture treatment techniques: bibliography.

Author / Year

Aims

Results
No differences observed in non-union, infection, failure of fixation, and
revision surgery.

To compare diverse fixation techniques:
traditional compression plate, anterograde
nailing, retrograde nailing, submuscular
locked internal fixation, external fixation

Locked submuscular implants can reduce infection rates, but may increase
the risk of fixation failure and the need for revision surgery, versus
compression techniques.

Markmiller et al. 2004 [36]

To compare LISS1 plate and
intramedullary nail techniques

No significant difference.

Hartin et al. 2006 [37]

To compare retrograde nail and fixedangle plate techniques

Higher complication rate with plates.

Zlowodzki et al. 2006 [35]

Surgeons with more experience can significantly reduce the need for
revision surgery.

Similar rates of consolidation.
Higher rate of infection, delayed healing and greater stiffness with plates.
Same consolidation rate.

To compare mini-open DCS2 and
intramedullary nail techniques

Less blood loss, shorter surgery time and shorter hospital stay, with nails.

Heiney et al. 2009 [39].

Using cadavers, to compare
intramedullary nail, DCS and locking
condylar plate techniques.

Greater axial stiffness with nails than DCS and much greater than with the
locking condylar plate

Hahn et al. 2002 [40]

To compare 95º blade-plate and LISS
plate techniques.

No difference.

Thomson et al. 2008 [41]

To compare ORIF3 and retrograde nail
techniques.

Poorly-located grafting and consolidation much greater with ORIF.

Markmiller 2004 [42]

To compare intramedullary nail and LISS
with conventional plate techniques.

No difference in range of motion, rate of pseudo-arthritis, rate of poorlylocated consolidation, rate of infection or functional ability.

Wu et al. 1992 [43]

To compare Grosse-Kempf interlocking
nails and osteosynthesis with conventional
plates techniques.

Higher rate of consolidation and more satisfactory functional results with
the nails.

Christodoulou et al. 2005 [38]

Higher rate of complications with DCS

No differences in terms of infection or non-union.

Risk of breakage of the distal transverse screw hole.

Vallier et al. 2012 [44]

To compare 95º blade-plate and locked
condylar plate techniques.

No differences.

Hierholzer et al. 2011 [45]

To compare retrograde nail and LISS
plate techniques

No differences in consolidation time, non-union rate or postoperative
complications.

However, others, such as Ehlinger et al., have concluded that
this type of plate has not met the expectations raised and
does not solve all the problems encountered in distal
fractures of the femur. Thus, after several decades, this
approach is still not adopted universally [34].
At present, there is no general consensus regarding how
fractures should be stabilized and which fixation method is
most suitable. Many comparative studies in this respect have
been conducted, but none have drawn convincing, clear-cut
conclusions, due to the considerable variability in the data
analysed and in the methods used for evaluating the results
obtained. Thus, it is very difficult to derive a meaningful
interpretation of the outcomes reported (Table 2).
Griffin et al. are currently preparing a Cochrane review
to determine the most appropriate forms of treatment for
distal femur fractures in adults [46]. This review will
examine randomized controlled trials on the effects, whether
beneficial or harmful, of different interventions for fractures
of the distal femur. A comparison will be made of different
1
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LISS - less invasive stabilization system.
2
DCS - dynamic condylar screws.
3
ORIF - open reduction and internal fixation.

methods of conservative treatment, of surgical treatment
versus conservative treatment and of different methods of
surgical treatment. In the near future, this review may
provide reliable data to guide physicians in their treatment
decisions.
FRACTURES OF THE PROXIMAL TIBIA
Proximal tibial fractures, in the context of multiple
trauma, are typically caused by high-energy trauma. This not
only produces complex fracture patterns, in most cases with
significant comminution, articular impact and metaphysealdiaphyseal dissociation, but also – and characteristically in
this type of fracture – major soft-tissue involvement, open or
closed, since this anatomical region has little cutaneous
muscle cover. These fractures, moreover, are frequently
associated with ligamentous injuries, and require careful
treatment planning because they often provoke residual pain,
functional problems and the development of premature
osteoarthritis [47].
Tibial plateau fractures constitute 2% of all fractures, and
amount to 9.2% of all fractures of the tibia [48].
Anatomically, the lateral plateau is higher and more convex
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than the medial plateau, and has a posterior slope angle of 710º. As a result of this anatomy, lateral tibial plateau
fractures are more frequent, regardless of the lesion
mechanism [49]. However, in the context of polytrauma,
when patients are usually young and have suffered highenergy traumas with compression forces and valgus, medial
plateau fractures occur more frequently, often with
significant impact on the soft tissues and ligaments and
provoking neurovascular injury [50].
CLASSIFICATION
Several approaches have been proposed to classify these
fractures. The traditional method is the Schatzker
classification (Fig. 5), which has the advantage of being
highly reproducible.
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Nevertheless, both classifications have limitations:
neither of them describes fractures of the posterior column,
which are very common in high-energy traumas. In response
to this problem, a new proposal has been made, in which the
tibial plateau is divided into three columns: medial, lateral
and posterior [52]. The boundaries of these three columns
are based on imaginary lines: one from the anterior tibial
tubercle to the tibial spines separates the lateral column from
the medial column, and another line from the anterior-most
part of the head of the fibula to the posteromedial area of the
internal tibial crest separates the posterior column from the
medial and lateral columns [53] (Fig. 6). In terms of
equivalence to the Schatzker classification, the following
correspondence could be established: Schatzker III = 0
columns, Schatzker I and II = 1 column (lateral), Schatzker
IV = 2 columns (medial and posterior), Schatzker V and VI
= 3 columns (medial, lateral and posterolateral) (Fig. 7).
Under these classifications, the types of fractures most often
encountered in polytrauma patients are types V and VI
Schatzker, and 41 B3 and C in the AO classification.

Fig. (6). Three-column classification in proximal tibial fractures.
AL: Lateral column. AM: Medial column. P: Posterior column

Fig. (5). Schatzker classification of fractures of the proximal tibia.

However, the AO/OTA classification (Table 3) is
becoming increasingly popular, despite its complexity,
because it is more accurate [51].
Table 3.

AO classification of proximal tibia fractures.
AO Classification

41
Extra-articular

A1

Avulsion

A2

Metaphyseal simple

A3

Metaphyseal multifragmentary

B1

Pure split

B2

Pure depression

B3

Split depression

C1

Simple, metaphyseal simple

C2

Simple metaphyseal, multifragmentary

C3

Multifragmentary

B
Partial articular

C:
Complete articular

Fig. (7). Equivalence between the Schatzker classification and the
three-column classification.

As mentioned above, an important characteristic of these
fractures by high-energy trauma is the associated impact on
the soft tissues; therefore, it is important to quantify these
lesions, as this consideration will often determine the
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Table 4.
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Tscherne and oestern classification [54].

Closed Fractures
0

No lesions evident in soft tissue

1

Indirect superficial injury

2

Abrasion, blisters and oedema, by direct action.

3

Crushing or severe damage, associated with vascular injury or compartment syndrome.

Open Fracture
1

Injury by bone fragment, no bruising.

2

Injury by circumscribed bruising with moderate contamination

3

Major soft tissue damage. Neurovascular injury, partial ischaemia. Severe contamination. Compartment syndrome.

4

Partial or total amputation. Vascular injury with complete ischaemia.

treatment of choice. In this respect, most authors use the
Tscherne and Oestern classification [54] (Table 4).
DIAGNOSIS
The management of polytrauma patients, as discussed
above, should be standardized and conducted in accordance
with ATLS principles. Clinical assessment of these fractures
requires, first, a consideration of the condition of the skin
and surrounding soft tissue, as this is a key factor in deciding
the optimum approach to treatment. The skin is usually
bruised and/or eroded. Certain wounds indicate open
fractures and, depending on the time elapsed since the
trauma, there may be blisters, usually haemorrhagic (Fig. 8).
It is essential to assess the vascular and nerve status and to
identify any sign of possible compartment syndrome. In
addition, a neurological examination should be performed,
focusing especially on the role of the external popliteal
sciatic nerve, which is the most commonly affected.
Simple two-plane radiography provides an approximate
view of the morphology of the fracture. However, for an
accurate diagnosis, a CT scan must be performed to

determine the three dimensions of the lesion, to classify them
accurately and to plan the treatment [50, 55, 56]. It is very
important to assess the coronal slice in order to determine the
impact on the different pillars. CT should be performed with
the fracture under traction, especially for fractures presenting
severe comminution.
The use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for the
initial diagnosis is a much-debated issue; while it is true that
a high percentage of these fractures are associated with
ligament injuries, the latter are not usually treated in the
acute phase. Moreover, the role of arthroscopy in the
treatment of these fractures casts further doubt on the actual
usefulness of MRI [57]. When these fractures are suffered by
a polytrauma patient, it is imperative to perform a CT with
contrast. This, together with the Eco-Doppler test, is an
effective means of studying vascular lesions.
TREATMENT
The management of polytrauma patients with multiple
injuries affecting the lower extremities requires resuscitation
and haemodynamic assessment with cardiorespiratory
stabilization before considering any orthopaedic treatment.

Fig. (8). Evolution of soft-tissue status in tibial plateau fracture. (a) On arrival at the emergency department. (b) Three hours after trauma.
(c) Six hours after trauma.
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The main treatment goals with these fractures are to restore
articular congruity and thus to achieve metaphyseal
stabilization and good metaphyseal-diaphyseal alignment,
with a method that is not aggressive to the soft tissues and
enables the rapid recovery of mobility.
Proximal tibial fractures produced by high-energy
trauma, Schatzker type V or VI, usually require surgery.
They are often associated with open fractures or soft tissue
injuries, type I or II according to the Tscherne and Oestern
classification. Regardless of the patient’s general condition
and of the indication for damage control, it is usually
beneficial to conduct a sequential treatment, consisting of
initial external fixation and subsequent definitive fixation
[58]. In these cases, the external fixator may bridge the knee,
from the femur to the tibia, or a hybrid external fixator may
be used, composed of a proximal ring maintaining the
metaphysis by means of transfixing needles, together with a
monolateral fixator in the tibial diaphysis so that both
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structures stabilize the metaphyseal-diaphyseal dissociation.
This treatment with a hybrid external fixator at the outset is
used in cases in which this fixator might enable definitive
fixation.
The aim of sequential treatment, in unstable trauma
patients, is to stabilize the fracture until the patient’s
systemic condition allows definitive treatment. When there is
soft-tissue involvement, external fixation makes it possible
to wait until the situation is resolved, when definitive
fixation can be undertaken (Fig. 9). Sequential treatment has
proven to be beneficial in proximal tibial fractures,
regardless of the patient’s general condition, because of the
risk of complications secondary to soft-tissue injuries,
providing a safe and effective method of reducing the risk of
infection (from 80% to less than 8%) [59].
The definitive surgical treatment of these fractures is
currently based on two fundamental procedures: closed,

Fig. (9). Sequential treatment of tibial plateau fracture. (a) Radiograph of fracture, type Schatzker VI. Anteroposterior view. (b) Lateral
radiograph. (c) External fixation, bridging the knee. (d) External fixation (CT). (e) Definitive osteosynthesis. Anteroposterior view.
(f) Definitive osteosynthesis. Lateral view.
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indirect reduction and external fixation with hybrid external
fixators, or open reduction and internal fixation by means of
osteosynthesis with double plates or even a single lateral
plate. The plates may be locked or non-locked. The
indication for each of the treatments remains an open
question, and no study has yet established that one is
superior to the other.
Hybrid External Fixation
Hybrid external fixation, thus, can be used as an initial
treatment in cases where damage control is indicated,
although even in cases in which the patient’s general
condition requires prompt treatment, it is preferable to use a
fixator bridging the knee. Hybrid external fixation is
technically more demanding and can be used when it is
expected to be the definitive treatment, provided the patient’s
condition allows this. It is also used in cases where the
patient’s condition is stable and definitive treatment can be
undertaken, but open reduction and internal fixation cannot
be performed due to the delicate status of the soft tissues.
When this technique is used as the definitive treatment it
sometimes avoids the need for the patient to undergo
secondary surgery. These fixators can also be used as the
secondary treatment after an initial stabilization period with
a knee-bridging fixator.
The use of the hybrid external fixator requires indirect
reduction of the fracture by ligamentotaxis, and repair of the
articular surface. This is achieved indirectly, through
“windows”, and maintained by means of percutaneous
cannulated screws, stabilization of the metaphysis by
transfixing needles bonded to the ring, and diaphysealmetaphyseal stabilization by attaching the ring to the linear
fixator, which is then connected to the tibial shaft, thus
providing stability with respect to the fracture (Fig. 10).
Comparing this with double-plate internal fixation, some
studies have reported a lower rate of deep infections [60, 61],
but a slight increase in superficial infections [60, 62], partly
due to the poor initial condition of the tissues, together with
an increased incidence of malunion and of traumatic arthritis
[63].
Open Reduction and Internal Fixation
The technique used conventionally for treating complex
fractures of the tibial plateau is that of open reduction and
internal fixation with lateral and medial plates. In most cases
this treatment requires large incisions with significant
devitalization of tissue, resulting in numerous complications.
However, the situation has improved markedly in recent
years with the use of sequential treatment in which the knee
is initially bridged by external fixation, after which internal
fixation is performed when the soft tissue problems have
been overcome.
Although some studies have reported a higher incidence
of deep infections with this technique of open reduction and
internal, double-plate fixation [50, 64], others have observed
good results when this sequential treatment is applied [58].
The approach adopted must be carefully considered;
while the use of a single midline incision in order to insert
the two plates has been associated with high rates of
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complications [65, 66], the use of two surgical approaches,
an inner posterior one and an outer anterior one, makes it
possible to visualize both articular surfaces and the fixation,
with absolute fracture stability and minimal risks, in
comparison with the single-path approach. It has been
suggested that this osteosynthesis technique, with two plates
and a two-way approach, should be the technique of choice
after initial stabilization with external fixation [67, 68],
although other authors believe this technique poses a greater
risk when the bone is osteoporotic, as this very rigid
assembly may weaken the bone in the areas of bone-screw
union [69].
In recent years, less invasive techniques have been
developed, seeking to avoid the complications that may arise
with large-scale approaches requiring double-plate internal
fixation. These alternative techniques include the hybrid
external fixator (discussed above), minimally invasive plate
osteosynthesis (MIPO) [70] and fixation by means of
anatomical locking plates. Although no studies have yet
drawn firm conclusions in this respect, a systematic review
by Yu et al. found that fractures treated with a hybrid
external fixator more commonly present traumatic arthritis,
while those treated with internal fixation plates more often
have valgus deformity. Nevertheless, these authors stress the
need to conduct larger-scale studies to confirm their results
[63]. The minimally-invasive use of a single plate reduces
the incidence of infection and nonunion, because the
periosteum is retained intact. Biomechanical studies have
associated the coronal alignment of the fracture with the
position of the proximal screws: thus, it has been reported
that angulations in which the articular surface is greater than
5° increase the rate of misalignments in the coronal plane
[71]. However, studies comparing this form of
osteosynthesis with the double-plate approach have obtained
very diverse results [72]. While the use of these plates under
the MIPO approach does indeed reduce soft tissue damage,
no statistically significant differences have been reported to
show that MIPO outperforms the double-plate method in
terms of reduced infection rates. On the other hand, it seems
to be related to poorer reduction results, misalignments, the
loss of reduction and varus displacement [73].
It is important to determine whether or not the posterior
column is affected, and if so, whether the impact is medial or
lateral, as the treatment to be applied is influenced by these
considerations. Differing reports have been made of the
incidence of posterior fragments in a bicondylar fracture. In
one recent study, the incidence of posterolateral fragments
was found to be 44%, that of posteromedial fragments, 3060% and that of isolated posterior fragments, 7% [74]. The
fixation of osteromedial fragments by osteosynthesis can be
achieved by using a medial plate, as the screws through this
plate are capable of maintaining good reduction of the
fragment; moreover, if this element is omitted, this may
result in less reduction and in misalignment of the fracture,
especially when the displacement is ≥ 5 mm or the
angulation in the sagittal plane is ≥ 73° [52]. By contrast, in
the case of the posterolateral fragment, osteosynthesis is
technically more complex because of the anatomy of the case
(the fibular head and the external peroneal sciatic nerve) and
because it is usually found in a vertical position. In these
cases, osteosynthesis through a lateral plate is complicated,
often requiring additional osteosynthesis with a posterior
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Fig. (10). Definitive treatment of tibial plateau fracture with hybrid external fixator. (a) Tibial plateau fractures, type Schatzker VI.
Anteroposterior view. (b) Tibial plateau fractures, type Schatzker VI. Lateral view. (c) Fixation by external hybrid fixator. Anteroposterior
view. (d) Fixation by external hybrid fixator. Lateral view. (e) Articular balance with hybrid external fixator at six weeks. (f) Evolution at
two years after fracture. Anteroposterior view. (g) Evolution at two years after fracture. Lateral view.

plate, addressed through a posterolateral approach [75-77] or
a modified posterior one [53].
In recent years, arthroscopy has been increasingly used in
treating proximal tibia fractures, in order to improve
reduction quality and to avoid extensive approaches. This
technique provides greater diagnostic certainty and enables
the treatment, if necessary, of meniscal or ligamentous
injuries. In more complex fractures (types V and VI),
arthroscopy does present a greater risk of fluid extravasation
with increased intracompartmental pressures. However,
some authors advocate its use in complex fractures and have
reported satisfactory results [78, 79].
Many comparative studies have been conducted, of all
possible treatment combinations, but at present none
constitutes an unquestionable reference in deciding whether
to employ one technique or another. A Cochrane review is
currently being prepared, which will compare external
fixation, on the one hand, and closed reduction with internal
fixation, on the other, as well as the different types of
internal fixation and the role played by arthroscopy in the
latter [80].
Ligament and meniscal injuries are relatively common in
complex fractures of the tibial plateau. The incidence of
meniscal lesions is over 60% when the plateau is depressed
by more than 5 mm [81]. The only indications for surgery in
the acute phase are the fracture of the tibial spines and,
probably, injuries in the postero-external angle. Other lesions
should be addressed during the first three weeks. In cases of

posterior cruciate ligament injury, it is better to reconstruct it
than to attempt a repair [82].
TIMING
The time needed to complete definitive fixation is a
contentious issue. In this respect, most studies have
examined the conversion of external fixation to
intramedullary nailing, and little has been reported on the
conversion to internal osteosynthesis in periarticular
fractures. It is not known exactly when is the best time to
perform definitive fixation without increasing the risk of
infection. The risk factors of infection and malunion are not
well established, which makes assessment of this question
even more difficult. Bhandari et al. reviewed the published
data in this respect to determine the relationship between the
length of time a fixator is left in position and the rate of
infection. In nine studies, the overall infection rate reported
was 3.7%, in 191 fractures with less than 28 days of external
fixation; this rate increased to 22.1% when the external
fixation was retained for more than 28 days. It was noted that
the patients whose conversion was performed after a longer
interval may have originally presented more severe injuries
or other medical problems that contraindicated an earlier
conversion; this circumstance might also increase the rate of
infection [83].
Therefore, the moment at which to carry out the
definitive fixation of a periarticular lesion that has been
temporarily stabilized with external fixation is a major
clinical dilemma. Various factors must be considered: the
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condition of the soft tissues, the nature of the initial injury
(i.e., whether it is open or closed), the possible need for
major surgical debridement, the association of wounds due to
open fasciotomies, the location of the nails in the previouslyattached external fixators and their status (i.e., the presence
or absence of secretion around the nail), the mechanical
stability of the external fixator, bone loss, soft tissue loss, the
association with neurovascular injury, and the presence or
absence of infection. Although these concepts may refer to
any periarticular lesion, specific anatomic regions, such as
the tibial plateau, may present higher rates of complications.
It is often the injury itself and the status of the soft tissues
that contribute most significantly to poor outcomes. More
specifically, it is the lack of abundant soft tissue around these
areas that makes them difficult to manage. It is not known
how long the external fixation can be retained safely before
there is an increased risk of infection after conversion to
definitive fixation, and so in practice, it is best to convert as
soon as the general situation and local issues allow.
Sometimes it is advisable to remove the fixator, to debride
the exit area of the nails and to place the patient in traction
until it is considered that the definitive osteosynthesis can be
performed without an increase in complications. Nowotarski
et al. showed that external fixation could be safely converted
to internal fixation in a single-stage procedure without
provoking significant infection. However, when conversion
is performed after three weeks, this can have a negative
influence on joint reconstruction and fracture healing [84].
CONCLUSION
Periarticular fractures around the knee remain a difficult
problem for orthopaedic surgeons. These fractures are
usually caused by high-energy trauma, with very complex
fracture patterns and major soft-tissue involvement,
especially at the level of the proximal tibia, with high rates
of immediate and/or late complications.
The main recommendation is that treatment should be
performed sequentially by external fixation, bridging the
knee, with subsequent definitive conversion in accordance
with the patient’s general condition or as required by injuries
to associated soft tissues. Many treatment techniques have
been proposed and there is still no clear consensus as to their
exact indication. In recent years, the trend has been to prefer
less invasive techniques, but there is still no clear evidence
that these obtain better results. Accordingly, the ultimate
decision taken will depend on the type of fracture, the
patient’s characteristics and the outlook of the surgeon
responsible for the treatment.
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